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ABSTRACT 
We consider the integral representations on the half axis for a pair of nonnegative 
matrices which satisfy certain matrix equations. The problem of describing all such 
representations generalizes the classical Stieltjes moment problem. 0 Elsevier Sci- 
ence Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present work we consider a general moment problem on the half 
axis which includes as a special case the classical Stieltjes moment problem. 
Besides the application of the general theory leads to some results on integral 
representations of a pair of structured positive matrices. 
Let us begin with a right continuous Crx ‘-valued function a(h) (A 2 0) 
which generates the nonnegative measures da(A) and A da(h) on the 
positive half axis IX+ = [O, ~1. We denote by L(,‘)(da) and I,(;‘( A da) the 
spaces of measurable @lx r -valued functions f such that /nf( A) da(A) f( A)* 
< m and /n+Af(A) da(A)f(A)* < 03 respectively. Furthermore, let & be a 
N-dimensional space of @’ ’ ‘-valued functions analytic on R + and invariant 
under the shift operator 
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Under assumptions 
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the space 
.Hc L’,‘)(da) and R,&c L’,‘)(Ada), (1.1) 
i=.dn L’;)(hd~) (dimk=n<N) 
contains R,A?, and ihere exist matrices B E cnXN, C E cNxn, e E cNXr 
such that A and A! are spanned by rows of the matrices (IN - hCB)-‘e 
and B(Z, - hCB)-‘e respectively. Indeed, let @‘X’-valued functions 
f 1,. . . , fN form a ba$s of A. Withoui loss of generality we can assume that 
spdf,, . . . , fJ =Af. s ince R,A CAY, there exists a matrix C E cNX n such 
that 
- 
or equivalently, 
- ! : fNi") 
fl(O) 
fN i”) 
= ACB 
fNiA) 
B = (Z,,,O) E cnXN. 
f,(A) 
=AC ; 
i 1 (A E C), f"(A) 
(fd A) 1 
This last equality implies 
‘flW ’ 
,fN,i'), 
= ( ZN - ACB)-‘e, : 
I I 
= B( I, - ACB)-‘e 
f"(A) 
I fi(O) ' withe= : . fNi9, 
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We endow J and k with L(,‘)(da) and L’;‘( A da) metrics respectively, i.e. 
set 
The corresponding Gramm matrices K, and f, with ij entries Kij = 
[fi>fjl_/ ad ‘iI = [fi,_/jli respectively are nonnegative and can be written 
as 
K,=jw (Z-ACB) -le da(A) e*( Z - AB*C*)-‘, 
+ 
(1.2) 
i,= j AB( Z - ACB)-‘e da(A) e*( I - AB*C*)-‘B*. 
w, 
REMARK 1.1. Without loss of generality we can assume that ranke = r 
(and in particular, r < N). 
Indeed, if ranke = rl < r, there exists a unitary matrix U E crx r and 
e E Q=“’ r* such that eU = c&O), and the representations (1.2) are reduced 
to 
Ku= I, (I, - ACB)- 'i5dG(A)6*(ZN - AB*C*)-', 
+ 
(l-3) 
i, = jR AB( I, - ACB) -‘& d6( A) &*( I, - AB*C*)-‘B* 
+ 
with a @‘lx’ l-valued positive measure d6(A) = (I,,, O)U* da(A) U(Z,], O)*. 
Moreover, without loss of generality e can be assumed to be an isometric 
matrix: 
e*e = I, (1.4 
[otherwise we consider the nondegenerate matrix T E Grxr such that 
T*e*eT = I,, replace e by & = eT, and describe the measures d6(A) = 
T-’ da(A)T-* in (1.3)]. 
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Note that under the assumption (1.4), the matrices K, and Z?, satisfy the 
following equality: 
(I - ee*){K,B* - CK”,} = 0. (1.5) 
The preceAding analysis suggests the following question: given matrices 
K E lzNXN, K E C”X” and an R,-invariant N-dimensional space +, when 
does there exist a measure d u such that (1.1) holds and K = K, , K = Z?,? 
The necessary conditions for such a m:asure to exist follow immediately from 
(1.2) and (1.5): the matrices K and K have to be nonnegative and to satisfy 
(I - ee*){KB* - CZ?) = 0. (1.6) 
These conditions in general are not sufficient. *One of the reasons is that for 
every choice of nonnegative matrices P, and Pm such that 
BP, = 0, (IN - ee*)CE;, = 0, (l-7) 
the matrices 
K = K,+ Pm and l?= & + f;, (14 
are nonnegative and satisfy (1.6). This suggests modifying the above question 
in the following way. 
PROBLEM 1.2. 
A 
(1) Given matrices K, K and an &-invariant space A, find necessary 
and sufficient conditions which ensure the existence of a measure u such 
that (1.1) is in force and representations (1.8) hold for some nonnegative 
matrices P, and I;, satisfying (1.7). 
(2) Describe the set of all such measures dg. 
Problem 1.2 is solvable if and only if K and 2 are nonnegative and satisfy 
(1.6). The proof of the sufficient part of Jhis criterion and the description of 
all solutions for strictly positive K and K will be given in Sections 5, 6 in a 
more general framework. 
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EXAMPLE 1.3. Let us consider Problem 1.2 for .&? = k = 
span(Z,, AZ,., . . . , AmI,) and 
0 B = 4m+l)r7 c= z i 0 rxmr o 
mrXr 
1 1 e = (Zr,O ,..., O)*. (1.9) 
For such a choice of B, C, and e, two matrices K, Z? E C=(m+l)rX(a’tl)r 
satisfy the equality (1.6) if and only if they are of the form 
EC = (si+j)~j=O~ ’ = ('i+j+ l)Tj=l) (1.10) 
for some s a,...,sam+i E crxr. Furthermore, nonnegative matrices P,, @;, 
satisfjr (1.7) if and only if 
Pm =o and I;, = (s E CXr). (1.11) 
Substituting (1.9)-(1.11) into (1.2), (1.8) and comparing r X T blocks in the 
obtained matrix equalities, we get the following relations: 
[A%(A) =Sk (k = 0,...,2VZ), [hZ”i’&r(A) <SZnlfl, 
which are the conditions of the odd Stieltjes moment problem (see [ZO]). This 
problem is solvable if and only if Hankel block matrices in (1.10) are both 
nonnegative [the condition (1.6) is fulfilled due to the special structure of 
these matrices]. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let now J = spank I,, A I,, . . . , A”‘Z,), 2 = 
span(Z,, AZ,, . . . , A”- ‘I,) and 
0 
B = (Lr, omrXr)~ 
I-XIlIT c= z 
i I , e = (Zr,O ,..., O)*. (1.12) mr 
In this case matrices K E @(m+l)rx(m+l)r and Z? E Cmrxmr satisfy (1.6) if 
and only if they are of the form 
K = (si+j)yj=O, ’ = (si+j+l)~~io (1.13) 
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forsomes,,...,s,, E crXr. For nonnegative matrices P,, i;, satisfying (1.7) 
we obtain 
i;, = 0 and P, = (s E Q=y, (1.14) 
and substituting (1.12)-(1.14) into (1.2), (1.8), we get 
/ 
“A%o(A) =sk (k = 0,...,2m - 1), 
0 
j=A’-do(A) QSZm. 
0 
Thus, for the choice (1.12) of B, C, and e Problem 1.2 coincides with the 
even Stieltjes moment problem. The problem is solvable if and only if Hankel 
block matrices in (1.13) are nonnegative. 
The objective of the present paper is to study a version of Problem 1.2 
when the elements of J are allowed to have poles on R,. 
Let A E cNxN, B E cnXN, and C E cNxn be matrices such that the 
pencil A - zCB is nondegenerate. Hence the function 
I’(z) = (A - zCB)-' (1.15) 
is rational. Let 
A = {A,,..., Ak} = (A > 0: det( A - ACB) = 0) (1.16) 
be the set of all singular points of I’(z) on R,, and let e E cNx r (r < N) be 
an isometric matrix [i.e., e satisfies (1.411. We denote by P the following 
problem: Given matrices K E cNXN and I? E IZnXn, find all Q=‘x’-vaZued 
measures da(A) > 0 on 08, such that 
(1.17) K=L\A r(A)edu(A)e*I’(A)* +P, + ;P,. + i=l 
ABI’(A)edo(A)e*T(A)*B* + im + 2 AiBPiB*, (1.18) 
i=l 
where Ai are points from A; P,, i;, are nonnegative matrices satisfying (1.7); 
and Pi >, 0 are such that 
(I, - ee*)( A - AiCB)Pi = 0 (i = l,...,k). (1.19) 
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REMARK 1.5. In other words, we look for all measures da(A) > 0 on 
R+ such that 
K > /h 
+ 
,*r( A)e du( A) e*r( A)*, 
RB / hBI’( A)e da(A) e* I’( A)* B*, R+\A 
and such that differences between left and right side terms in the last 
inequalities are nonnegative and are characterized by (1.71, (1.19). 
The solvability criterion for the problem P is established by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.6. The problem P has a solution if and only if K and I? are 
nonnegative and satisfy 
(I - ee*)( AU?* - Ck) = 0. (1.20) 
Proof. Here we verify only the necessity part of the theorem. The 
sufficiency part will be provedAin Section 6. Let K and K be of the form 
(1.17), (1.18). Hence K and K are both nonnegative, and in view of (1.4), 
(1.7), (1.19), 
(I - ee*)( AZU?* - CZ?) 
/, ,*edo(A)e*I’(A)*B* 
+ 
k 
+ ,&( A - AiCB)PiB* + AP,B* - CE;, = 0. ??
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we give a necessary 
condition for the problem P to be solvable in terms of a system of certain 
matrix inequalities.AThis condition is shown to be sufficient in Sections 3, 4. 
Assuming K and K to be strictly positive, we describe in Section 5 the set of 
all solutions to the problem P in terms of a line? fractional transformation. 
The solvability of the problem P for singular K, K is discussed in Section 6. 
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In Section 7 we consider the analogue of the problem P for the whole real 
axis which includes as a special case the classical Hamburger moment 
problem. Finally, Section 8 is devoted to examples illustrating the general 
theory. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX INEQUALITIES 
Like a number of classical interpolation problems, the problem P can 
presumably be considered using various approaches, e.g. reproducing kernel 
method [6, 71 and methods based on operator theory [18, 19, 211 or on 
realization of matrix-valued functions [l, 3, 41. Here we follow Potapov’s 
method of the fundamental matrix inequality [8-171. The starting point is a 
description of all solutions of P in terms of the system of the fundamental 
matrix inequalities. 
Let p < 0 be a point such that 
det( A - FCB) f 0, (2-I) 
and let h be the matrix defined by 
h = (A - &B)*e = I’( CL)-*e. (2.2) 
In view of (2.2) and (I.4), h* IT p.)e = e* e = I and therefore det h* IYh)e 
f 0. 
To every representation (1.17) we associate the function 
\*h* r( A) 
da( *I h*Pih 
ece*I’(h)*h + c - 
A.sA hi -z * 
(2.3) 
+ 
DEFINITION 2.1. A Crxr -valued function s(z) analytic in @ \ Iw + be- 
longs to the Stieltjes class pr if D’s(z) > 0 (Z E @+ = {z : 3 z > 0)) and 
s(x) > 0 (x < 0). 
THEOREM 2.2 [2Ol. The function s(z) belongs to Pr if and only if 
Bs(z) > 0 and ~z.s(z) > 0 for all z E C,. 
THEOREM 2.3 [201. The function s(z) belongs to Pr if and only if it 
admits the integral representation 
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where D > 0 and da(A) is a nonnegative Crx ?-valued measure which is 
uniquely defined by ( > s z via the Stieltjes inversion formula 
u( A2) - u( A,) = i .tyo /:‘Crs( x + is) dx. 
1 
(2.4) 
The last two theorems were proved in [20] for scalar Stieltjes functions; 
the matrix-valued case can be considered quite similarly. It follows from (2.3) 
that 
s(z) -s(z)* 
/ h*r(h)e 
dgh) 
= 
z-z 
-e*r(A)*h + c 
h*P,h 
R+\A IA - z12 A,EA Ihi - 212 
> 0, (2.5) 
zs(z) -qz)* 
= 
z-z / h*r( A)e 
Ad(+(A) Aih*Pih 
IA - 21’ 
e*l?(A)*h + c 
R+\A AREA IAi - z12 
2 0, (2.6) 
and the function s given by (2.3) belongs to the Stieltjes class Yr according 
to Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let matrices K and k admit representations (1.17) and 
(1.18) respectively, and let s(z) be the associated function defined by (2.3). 
Then the inequalities 
K R(z){es(z)+V} 'Z? BR(z){zes(z) + s} 
s(z) -s(z)* > 0, 
* 
z?(z) - zs(z)* B 0 
z-z 
* 
\ z-z i 
(2.7) 
hold for all z E @ \ Iw, where 
R(z) = (A - zB)-‘, (2.8) 
A = A - pee*CB = eh* + (I - ee*)A, B = (I - ee*)CB, (2.9) 
V = BKh, ? = AKh. (2.10) 
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Here and throughout the paper, by 
Since 
z-2 1 1 -=___ 
IA - z12 A-z A-Z 
(2.11) 
we mean the matrix C ( 1 ,“* D ’ 
Proof. First we note that det(A - PB) = deli A - pCB) + 0 and hence 
the rational function R(x) is well defined. It follows from (1.151, (1.4), (2.2>, 
and (2.8) that 
R-‘(z)r(z)e = [eh* + (1 - ee*)I+'(z)]r(z)e = e[h*r(z)e], 
which can be rewritten as 
R(z)e = r(z)e[h*r(z)e]-'. 
We begin with the following evident inequalities: 
e* r( A)* h 
h-z i 
> 0. 
(2.13) 
A(” - 2) z z 
and IA-$ =--- A-Z’ A-z’ 
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then in view of (2.5) and (2.6), 
(2.14) 
Furthermore, on account of (2.3) and (2.11), 
T, = 
/ 
d+) 
R+\A 
r( A)ere*r( A)*h 
z 
/ 
da(*) = R( A)eh*r( A)ep 
R+\A 
A _ z e*r(A)*h 
=R(z)es(z) +/ 
R+U 
R(*~If(‘)eh*r(A)ed~(A)e*r(A)*h 
h*P,h 
- R( z)e C - 
AiEA hi - z * 
(2.15) 
From (2.8) we obtain the resolvent identities 
R(h) -R(z) 
= R(z)BR(A), 
AR(A) - zR( z) 
A-z A-z 
= R( z)AR( A). 
(2.16) 
Substituting the first of them into (2.15) and taking into account (1.71, (1.17), 
(2.101, and (2.111, we obtain 
Pih 
,* r(A)eda(A)e*r(A)*h - eh* c - 
+ A,Eh Ai - 2 
= R(Z) es(z) + V - B c Pih - &* c * 
h,EA ACE* ‘i -= ’ 
(2.17) 
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Using (1.19) and (2.8)~(2.10) we get for all Ai E A, 
= -&){A-‘(z)P,h - (I - ee*)( A - h,CB)P,h} 
I 
Pih 
=- 
Ai --z’ 
which with (2.17) gives 
T, = R(z){es(z) + V} - ,G:, &. 
I 
(2.18) 
In the same way, using (1.181, (2.10), (2.10, and the second identity from 
(2.16), we obtain 
f2 = / Iw ,n-&Br(A)edo(A)e*r(A)*h 
+ 
= ~W++) + R/R ,A 
hR( A) - zR( z) 
+ 
A _ 
z 
r(A)eda(A)e*r(h)*h 
h*P.h 
- zBR( z)e c 1 
,4,EA 4 - z 
eh* Pi h 
zes(z)+?-A c Pjh-z c - 
,,ie~ 4 --z ’ 
(2.19) 
hiEA 
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and since 
R(z) 
zeh*P,h 
AP*h + *,_ z 
t 
= E{h,R-‘(z)P,h - z( Z - ee*)( A - h,CR)P.h} t 
t 
h,P,h 
=- 
Ai - z 
for all hi E A, one can rewrite (2.19) as 
fS = BR(z)(zes(z) + d} - c hi -BP,h. 
A,eA 4 - ’ 
(2.20) 
Since matrices Pi are nonnegative and hi E [w,, the inequalities 
I ‘i \ 
Pi - 
Ai - 2 
C pi pi a OT C 4 
hiSA h(EA 
hi - z JAi - 212 
/ 
BP, 
BP,B* - 
hi - 2 
Pi,* ‘i 
20 
A, -z IAi -g 
(2.21) 
hold for all z E C \ [w,. Adding the first and the second inequalities from 
(2.21) to (2.12) and (2.13) respectively and taking into account (2.14), (2.18), 
(2.20) and the nonnegativity of matrices P,, Pm from the representations 
(1.17), (1.18), we obtain the inequalities (2.7). ??
The converse of Theorem 2.4 will be proved in Section 4. 
3. TRANSFORMATION OF FUNDAMENTAL 
MATRIX INEQUALITIES 
Following ideas from [lo, 111, we introduce the matrix-valued function 
S(z) = KB*R( Z)* + R( z){es( z) + V}e*R( .Z)* (3.1) 
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and show that it belongs to the Stieltjes class PN. Moreover, we prove that 
s(z) satisfies (2.7) if and only if S(z) satisfies a pair of simpler inequalities 
(see Theorem 3.2). We begin with some auxiliary identities. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(i) Let K and Z? satisfy (1.20), 
n 
and let A, B, V, and V be the matrices 
d&red by (2.9), (2.10). Then 
AKB* - BKA* = eV* - Ve*. (3.2) 
(ii) Let the function R(z) given by (2.8) be analytic at the points 
5, w E @. Then 
R( {)(eV* - Ve*) R( w)* = KB*R( o)* - R( c)BK 
+(<-G)R(l)BKB*R(o)*, (3.3) 
R( a)(e?* - $e*)R( w)* = KA*( Z - ee*) R( w)* 
-R(l)(Z-ee*)AK+(c-?S)R(l) 
X(Z - ee*)CZ?C*(Z - ee*)R(o)*. 
(3.4) 
Proof. By (1.20), (I - ee*){AKB*C* - CBKA*)(Z - ee*) = 0, which 
on account of (2.9) can be written as (A - eh* > K B* - B K(A* - he* ) = 0. 
Using (2.10) we obtain from this last equality 
AKB* - BKA* = eh*KB* - BKhe* = eV* - Ve*. 
Writing (3.2) in the form 
eV* - Ve* = (A - lB)KB* - BK(A* - GB*) + ([ - G)BKB* 
and multiplying this last identity by R( t 1 on the left and by R(w)* on the 
right, we get (3.3). To prove (3.4) we begin with the equalities 
** eV - ce* = eh*KA* - AKhe” 
= AKA*(Z - ee*) - (I - ee*)AKA*, 
(I - ee*)AKB* - (I - ee*)CIZC*( Z - ee*) 
= (I - ee*)( AKZ3 * - CZ?)C*(Z - ee*) = 0, 
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which follow immediately from (2.91, (2.10), and (1.4). These equalities imply 
eV n* - Ge* = (A - [B)KA*(Z - ee*) - (I - ee*)AK(A* - GB*) 
+([- O)(Z - ee*)CZ?C*( Z - ee*), 
which, being multiplied by R( 5 ) on the left and by R(w)* on the right, leads 
to (3.4). W 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S(z) be the function akjned by (3.1). Then s(z) 
satisfies (2.7) if and only if S(s) satisfies the system 
i 
K S(z) 
SW* 
S(z) - s(z)* I > 0, z-2 9 eBS( z) + BK 
\ 
zS( z) - ZS( z)* > 0 
* 
\ z-z / 
(3.5) 
foraZZz E C\rW+. 
Proof. Let s(z) satisfy (2.7). Multiplying the first and the second in- 
equalities from (2.7) by the matrices 
i R( i)B ZI((1;)e i i 
and 
Z 0 
R( I?)( Z - ee*)C R( Z)e i 
respectively on the left and by their adjoints on the right, we obtain 
( K S(z) s(z)* D(z) a Oy 1 ! zt i(z)* s^(4 >. I 6(z) ’ ’ (3.6) 
where S(z) is the function given by (3.1), 
S(z) = Z?c*(z - ee*)R( z)* + BR( .z){.zes( z) + <}e*R( 2)*, (3.7) 
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D(z) = R( Z)BKB*R( Z)* + R( .Z)BR( z){es( z) + V}e*R( Z)* 
+ R(Z)e{s(z)*e* + V*}R(z)*BR(Z)* 
+ R( .Z)e 
s(z) -s(z)* 
z-z e*R( Z)* , (3.8) 
6(z) = R(Z)(Z - ee*)CkC*(Z - ee*)R(Z)* 
+ R( Z)BR( z){zes( z) + <}e*R( Z) 
+ R( Z)e{Zs( z) *e* + C*}+)*B*R(E)* 
+ R( Z)e 
m(z) -zs(z)* 
z-z 
e*R(Z)*. (3.9) 
To simplify (3.7)-(3.9) we first note the identity 
R( z)(c - zv) = Kh (3.10) 
which follows from (2.8H2.10) and holds at every point z where R is 
analytic. From (2.91, (3.10), and (3.1) we get 
KA*( Z - ee*)R( Z)* + R( z){zes( z) + Ti)e*R( Z)* 
= K( Z + zB*R( Z)*) + zR( z){es( z) + V}e*R( Z)* 
=zS(z) + K, (3.11) 
which together with (1.20) and (3.7) implies 
i(z) = BzcA*(z - ee*)R(Z)* + BR(z){zes(z) + Ti}e*R(Z) 
= zBS( z) + BK. (3.12) 
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Substituting the first identity from (2.16) (with A = 2) and (3.3) (with 
f = w = Z) into (3.81, we obtain 
D(z) = -$-[KB*R(Z)* -R(Z)BK+R(Z){Ve* - eV*}R(z)* 
+(R(z) - R(?))(es(z) + V)e*R(Z)* 
+R(?){s(z)*e* + V*}(R(?)* -R(z)*) 
+R( Z)e{ s( z) - s( z)*}e*R( ?)*] 
‘I[ 
I - 2 KB*R( Z)* - R( Z)BK + R( z){es( z) + V}R( Z)* 
-R( Z){s( z)*e* + V*}R( z)*] 
= (z -z)-‘{S(z) -s(z)*}. (3.13) 
Similarly, substituting the second identity from (2.16) (with A = Z> and (3.4) 
(with l = o = Z) into (3.9) and using (3.10, we get 
1 
c(z) = -[KA*(Z - ee*)R(?)* - R(z)(Z - ee*)AK z-z 
+R( Z){$e* - e$*]R( z)* + R( z)e{ zs( .z) - G(z)*} 
Xe*R(?)* + {R(z) -R(?)}{zes(z) + d}e*R(?)* 
+R( Z)e(zS( z) *e* + G*}{ R( Z)* - R(Z)*}] 
1 
= - ZCA* Z - ee*)R(z)* - R(Z)(Z - ee*)AK 
z-z [ ( 
+R(z){zes(z) + c}e*R(z)* 
-R( z)e{i%( z)* e* + q*}R( z)*] 
= (2 - z)-‘{zS(z) - zs(z)*}. (3.14) 
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Substituting (3.12H3.14) into (3.6), we obtain (3.5). Conversely, let S(Z) be 
of the form (3.1) and satisfy (3.5). By (1.4) and (2.9), e* B = 0, and it fdows 
from (2.2), (2.8) that 
h*R( z) = e* (3.15) 
for each point z where R is analytic. Using (3.15) and (1.4), we conclude 
from (3.1) and (3.7)-(3.9) that 
S(z)h = R(z){es(z) + V}, s”( z)h = BR( z)(zes( z) + c}, (3.16) 
h*D( z)h = 
s(z) -s(z)* 
h*i$ z)h = 
m(z) -G(z)* 
2-z ’ z-z 
. (3.17) 
Multiplying the matrices from (3.5) by the matrix 
on the left and by its adjoint on the right, we obtain, in view of (3.16), (3.17), 
the inequalities (2.7). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S( .z> satisfy the system (3.5). Then S(z) admits a 
representation 
S(z) = l=s (3.18) 
where L%(A) is a non&creasing CNX N-valued function on R, such that 
I =dX(h) 6 K, (3.19a) 0 
/ 
mBdZ(A) = BK, (3.19b) 
0 
and 
/ 
mABdX( A) B* < k. 
0 
(3.19c) 
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Proof. Multiplying the first inequality from (3.5) by the matrix 
on the left and by its adjoint on the right, and evaluating the resulting 
inequality at z = iy, we obtain 
i 
K +K + iyS(iy) , o 
* i 
SK .-’ (3.20) 
Therefore, 
sup II yS(iy) II < w. 
y>l 
(3.21) 
The inequalities (3.5) imply in particular, that 3 S(z) > 0, 3 zS(z) >, 0 
(z E C+> and according to Theorem 2.2, S(z) is a Stieltjes function. More- 
over, S satisfies (3.21) and th ere ore (see [ZO]), it admits a representation f 
(3.18) with a CNXN -valued measure &%(A) > 0 such that Il/Op dZA)ll < 00. 
Putting z = iy in (3.18) and setting y * + m, we conclude by Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem that 
lim - 
y+ +=- 
iyS(iy) = l,,‘irnm & dC( A) = /mdZ( A). (3.22) 
0 
Using (3.20) and (3.22), we obtain 
K - /=dz( A) = K + lim iyS(iy) 
0 y+ +a 
K iK + iyS(iy) 
= lim 
y++m * $JK 
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which implies (3.19a). Evaluating the second inequality from (3.5) at z = iy, 
we get 
! zt iyBS(iy) + BK * #(iy) + s(iy)*] a O- I (3.23) 
By (3.22), lim Y + + cD S(iy) = 0, which together with (3.23) implies lim y _ +m 
-iyBS(iy) = BK. Comparing this last equality with (3.22), we obtain (3.19b). 
To prove (3.19c) we multiply (3.22) by the matrix (I, -iyB) on the left 
and by its adjoint on the right. This leads to the inequality y2B[S(iy) + 
S(iy)*] B’ < K* for y > 1. Substituting (3.18) into this last inequality, we 
get 
/ 
m hy2 
-BdZ(h) B* =G k 
0 /F+y2 (Y a 1). 
By Fatou’s lemma 
/ 
cc 
lim 
Alj” 
-BdX( A) 
0 y++mA2+y2 
which ends the proof of the theorem. 
B* = 
/ 
mABdx(A) B* < k, 
0 
??
COROLLARY 3.4. Let a CrX’-valued function s(z) satisfy the inequalities 
(2.7). Then it admits a representation 
10 4-4 A) 
44 =J, h_ .z (3.24) 
with a CrXr -valued measure dF( A) >, 0 on IF!, such that l;P dp < h* K h. 
Proof. Multiplying the first and the second inequalities in (2.7) respec- 
tively by the matrices 
and (0, I,) 
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on the left, by their adjoints on the right and using (I.4), @IO), (3.15) we get 
the following system 
h*Kh s(z) 
s(z)* 
s(z) - s( z>* > 0, 
m(z) - +)* > o 
z - z 
/ . 
z -z 
Reproducing the arguments from Lemma 3.3 we obtain the required asser- 
tion. H 
In conclusion of this section we discuss the inequalities (3.19a) and 
(3.19c). Although j; &$(A) and j,“ABdZ(A) B* are not equal to K and K 
respectively, the differences can be simply described. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A E R, be a fixed point, and let d2 and dp be 
measures from the integral representations (3.18) and (3.24). Then 
(A-AB)dE((h})(A-hB)* =edp({h})e*. (3.25) 
Proof. From (3.1), (2.8), and (2.9) we have for all .z E @ 
(A - zB)S(z)(A* - zB*) = (A - zB)KB* + es(z)e* + Ve*. 
Substituting (3.18) and (3.24) into the last identity and comparing singular 
parts on the two sides for .z = A + ie + A, we obtain (3.25). ??
COROLLARY 3.6. Let dZ( A) > 0 be a measure from the integral repre- 
sentation (3.18) of the function S( z>. Then 
K= 
/ 
mdX(h) + P,, Z? = ImABdX( A) B* + I!;,, (3.26) 
0 0 
where P, and i;, are nonnegative matrices satisfying conditions (1.7). 
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from (3.19b): 
BP, = B K - kmdZ( A)) = 0. 
i 
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To show the second one we note that by (1.4), (2.91, and (3.25), 
(I - ee*)(A - AB) dC(( A)) = (I - ee*)( A - ACB) dZ({ A)) = 0 
(3.27) 
for all A > 0. Combining this fact with (1.20) and (3.19b), we obtain 
(I - ee*)Ci;, = (I - ee*)C K^ - jmABdZ( A) B* 
0 I 
=(I-ee*){ om AKB* - / ACBdC( A) B* 
= (I - ee*)km( A - ACB) dz( A) B* = 0. ??
4. FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX INEQUALITIES. SUFFICIENCY 
In this section we show that every solution s(z) of the system (2.7) 
induces the unique measure d cr( A) > 0 on [w + which gives the integral 
representations (1.171, (1.18). 
Let s(z) satisfy (2.7). Th en the function S(z) defined by (3.1) admits an 
integral representation (3.18) with a measure dC( A) > 0 which satisfies, in 
view of Theorem 3.3, the conditions (3.19). Let A = {A,, . . . , Ak} be the set 
defined by (1.16). Introducing the matrices 
K” = jR ABdZ(A) B*, (4.1) 
+ 
\$( A), zP = 1, + ,A 
P, = dX({ Ai}) (i = l,...,k), (4.2) 
P,=K- 
/ mdX( A), 
i;,=i_ =AB dZ( A) B* (4.3) 
0 I 0 
we obtain 
k k 
K=K”+ C&fP,, l? = It” + c A,BP,B* + im. (4.4) 
i=l i=l 
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The nonnegativity of dz, implies P, > 0 (i = 1,. . . , k), and on account of 
(3.19)_and (4.31, P, and P, are positive as well. According to Corollary 3.6, P, 
and P, satisfjr (1.7). Setting A = Ai in (3.25) and using (4.21, we obtain that 
Pi satisfy (1.19) for i = 1, . . . . k. So it remains to show that there exists a 
unique measure do(A) > 0 such that 
K” = 1, IT( A)e da ( A) e* r( A)*, + \a 
hBI’( A)e dm( A) e* r( A)* B* . 
+ \A 
(4.5) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a point in lR,\ A (i.e. det(A - ACB) Z 0). Then 
det(A - AB) = 0 if and only’ $ det(h* I?h)e) = 0. 
Proof. In view of (1.151, (2.21, and (2.8), 
det(A - AB) = det{Z - ee*[Z-I-‘(fi)r(A)]}det(A 
= det(Z - e*[ Z - I-‘( p)I( A)]e} det( A 
= det[e*r-‘( p)I( A)e] det( A - ACB) 
= det[h* I( A)e] det( A - ACB), 
which implies the assertion of the lemma. 
ACB) 
ACB) 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be empty (i.e. r(A) is regular on R,), and let 
det h* I( A)e # 0 on IF!,. Let s(z) be a solution to the system (2.7), and let, 
dp > 0 be a measure from the integral representation (3.24). Then K and K 
admit the representations (1.171, (1.18) with Pi = 0 (i = 1,. . . , k) and a 
measure da(A) = [h*IYA)el-’ d~(A)[h*r(A)el-*. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, R(A) is regular on R,. Using (2.11), (3.25), and 
(4.3), we obtain 
K= 
/ 
mdX(A) + P, 
0 
= jmB( A)e dp( A) e*R( A)* + P, 
0 
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= omI’(A)e[h*I-(A)e]-‘dp(A) [h*I’(h)e]-*e*I’(A)* + Pm 
/ 
= 
/ 
mr(A)edr(A)e*l-‘(A)* + P,, 
0 
i= I mABdZ( A) B* + @;, 0 
= jmAsr( A)" da( A)e*r( A)* B* + i;,. 
0 
??
The general case (A z {0}) is more complicated and can be considered 
using ideas from [IS]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let y be an interval in R+\ A, and let g(A) be a continu- 
ous C Nx ‘-valued function such that 
g(A)* I( A)e = 0 (A E Y). (4.6) 
Let the function S of the f arm (3.1) be a solution to the system (3.5). Then, 
uniformly on each closed subinterval y0 c y, 
limg(A)*s{S(A + i&)}g(A) = 0 
E-+0 (AEY~=Y). (4.7) 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.3, S admits a representation (3.18) with 
a measure dX > 0 satisfying the conditions (3.19). In view of (3.18) and 
(3.19a), 
%S(A + i.z) = 2~j~ 
Wt) 
o (t - A)’ + E’ 
< 2 j”,rZ(t) 
8 o 
< ;K. (4.8) 
Multiplying (3.8) by g(A)* I( A)K ‘(-> z on the left and by R(Z)-* I’(A)*g(A) 
on the right, and taking into account (2.91, (4.61, we obtain 
g(A)*r(A)R-‘(Z)D(z)R(Z)-*I(A)*g(A) 
= g(A)*I’(A)CBKB*C*I’(A)*g(A). 
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Substituting (3.13) into this last identity, setting .z = A + i E, and taking into 
account that r(A)R-‘(A - i&) = Z + i~r(h)CB, we get 
g(h)*[Z + i.sI’(A)CB]3{S(A + ie)][Z - i.sB*C*r(A)*]g(A) 
= 2Eg(A)*f(A)CBKB*C*T(A)*g(A). (4.9) 
On the other hand, in view of (4.8), 
.?g(A)*I’(A)CB~{S(A + iE)}B*C*T(A)*g(A) 
Q 2eg(h)*r(A)CBKB*C*r(A)*g(A). (4.10) 
By the Cauchy inequality it follows from (4.9), (4.10) that 
g(A)*s{S(A + i.s))g(A) < 4~g(A)*I’(A)CBKB*C*I(A)*g(A). 
Since T(A) is bounded on y, the assertion of the lemma follows from the last 
inequality. W 
Taking into account the nonnegativity of the function 5 S(z) for 2 E @ + , 
we obtain from the previous lemma the following 
COROLLARY 4.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, let x(A) and y(A) 
be two CNX’ -valued functions continuous on the interval y c rW,\ A and 
such that {x(A) - y(A)}* T(A) = 0 for al2 A E y. Then 
EtmOx(A)*S{S(A + i.s)}x(A) = EtmOy(A)*3{S(A + i.s))y(A). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let the function S of the form (3.1) be a solution to the 
system (3.5), and let dC > 0 be a measure from the integral representation 
(3.18). Then there exists a unique measure da(A) > 0 on lR+\ A such that 
jdT(A) = _/I’(A)edrr(Aje*r(A)* 
6 6 
(4.11) 
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and 
kBdZ(A) B” = JshBf’(A)edg(A)e*f’(A)*B* (4.12) 
for an arbitrary Bore1 set S c R+\ A. 
Proof. Let A, be a point in R+\ A. Since T(A) is analytic in some 
neighborhood of A,, there exists a matrix h, E CNX r such that 
det hz T(A,)e # 0. Let y c R+\ A be an interval containing A, such that 
det h: T( A)e # 0 for all A E y. For an arbitrary vector g E CNX ‘, the 
function 
g(A)* = g* - g*f’(A)e[h;r(A)e]-‘h; (AE Y) 
satisfies (4.6). Setting in Corollary 4.4 y(A)* = g” r( A)e[& r(A)el-‘ht and 
x(A)* = g, we obtain 
lim g*3(S(A + i&)}g 
E’ +o 
= B~~og*r(A)e[h~r(A)e]-l~~~{S(A + ic)} 
xho[h:r(A)e]-*e*r(A)*g, (4.13) 
and the convergence on both sides of (4.13) is uniform on y. Applying the 
Stieltjes inversion formula (2.4) to the Stieltjes function g*S(z)g and taking 
into account (3.181, we get 
/ 
g* dZ(A) g = lim E++o~~gD{S(A + ic)}g* dh. (4.14) 
Y Y 
The application of the same formula to the Stieltjes function 
S(Z)=lg*r(l)e[h~r(A)e]-'h~~~~[~~r(A)e]-*e*r(A)*g 
Y 
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leads to 
/g*r(~)e[h~(h)e]-‘hz dZ(A) ho[h~r(A)e]-*e*r(A)*g 
Y 
= lim ‘/ g*r(A)e[&I’(A)e]-‘/rED{S(A 
&‘+O 7r y 
+ ie)) 
xho]W(A)e] -*e*I( A)* gdh. (4.15) 
Comparing (4.14), (4.15) and taking into account (4.13), we obtain 
/g* dZ( A) g = /g*r( A)e +(A) e*r( A)* g, (4.16) 
Y Y 
where 
da,(A) = [hZF(A)e]_‘hE dZ(A) h,[h;r(A)e]-*. (4.17) 
Since g is an arbitrary vector, it follows from (4.16) that 
jdH(A) = /I'(A)edo;( A)e*T(A)*. 
V Y 
(4.18) 
Following to [15] we construct a measure da(A) > 0 on R+\ A in the 
following way: we set 
dd{Ao}) = dq({Ao)), (4.19) 
where da, is defined by (4.17) and ho E CNxr is a matrix such that 
det hf, r( A)e does not vanish on the interval y C R +\ A containing A,. The 
constructed measure da is well defined. Indeed, let y1 and ys be two 
intervals in R+\ A such that y1 n yz z @I, and let da,,, du,.2 be corre- 
sponding measures. Let A, E y1 n yz, and let the matrix f. E CNx r be 
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such that det f,*I’(A)e # 0 for all A on the interval S containing A,. 
According to (4.17) 
for every Bore1 subset 6, c 6. Since det fJ(h)e Z 0 on a,, we have 
duYl = dgYp on 6,. Since a point A, is arbitrary, da,, = da;, on y1 n yz. 
In view of (4.18) and (4.19) the measure du satisfies (4.11j. The equality 
(4.14) can be obtained by the same way. The uniqueness of the measure da 
follows from the previous considerations. ??
THEOREM 4.6. Let s(z) be a solution to the system (2.7) let d X( A) be a 
measure from the integral representation (3.18) of the Stieltjes function S(z) 
okjned by (Xl), and let da(A) be a measure defined by (4.17) (4.19). Then 
dp( A) gives the integral representations (1.17), (1.18) of the matrices K and 
K. 
This theorem follows from (4.1)-(4.4) by Theorem 4.5. 
5. DESCRIPTION OF ALL SOLUTIONS 
In the previous sections we have reduced the problem P to the system of 
the fundamental matrix inequalities (2.7). In this section we describe all 
solutions of this system in terms of a linear fractional transformation. First we 
recall some necessary definitions. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A @2rx 2r-valued function O(z) meromorphic in C is of 
the class W, if 
@(z)]@(z)* a] (z E a=+>, o(z)]@(z)* =J (2 E R), (5.1) 
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where 
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(5.2) 
and is of the class W if it satisfies only (5.1). 
The following theorem establishes the link between classes W and W,,. 
THEOREM 5.2 [9]. The Czrxzr -valued function 0 belongs to W, if and 
only if 
0 E W and OP(z) = P(z)@(z)P(z)-’ E W, 
where 
(5.3) 
DEFINITION 5.3. A pair {p(z), 9(z)} of @ rx ‘-valued functions meromor- 
phic in @ \ R, is called a Stieltjes pair if det[ p(z)*p(z) + 9(2)*9(z)] f 0 
(nondegeneracy of a pair) and 
9W* PC4 - P(4*9(4 > o 
N 1 
29(z)* PC4 - M4*9W > o 
5-z z-z 
, 
The set of all Stielt@ pairs we denote by Pr, and we introduce an 
equivalence relation on Yr: a pair ( p, 9) is said to be equivalent to { p,, 91} if 
there exists a C rx ‘-valued function R [det 0(z) f O] meromorphic in C \ R + 
such that pJz> = p(zMz) and 9r(z) = q(z)fi(z). 
LEMMA 5.4. ket K and l? be strictly positive matrices satisfying (1.20); 
let h, R(z), and V be matrices given by (2.2), (2.81, and (2.10) respectively. 
Then the matrix 
D = R( &*(K-’ - j&K”-‘B}R( CL) (5.4) 
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(where k is a fixed negative point from (2.1)) is strictly positive and satisfaes 
D(eC* - Ge*)D = (I - ee*)D - D( Z - ee*), (5.5) 
c*Dc - h*Kh = G*De(e*De)-‘(e*DQ - I). (5.6) 
Proof. By (2.8) and (2.9), R( ~1 = Cj - @TB)-l, and since /L < 0, D 
is strictly positive. Multiplying (1.20) by K’B on the left, we obtain 
(I - ee*) AKB*klB = (I - ee*)CB = B, (5.7) 
and therefore, 
(I - ee*)AKR( CL)-*D = (I - ee*)AK{K-’ - pB*Z?‘B}R( p) 
= (I - ee*)( A - &B)R( CL) = (I - ee*). 
Using this last equality together with (3.4) (for 5 = w = ~1, we obtain 
D(e?* - <e*)D 
= DR( /L)-~{KA*(Z - ee*)R( p)* - R( /.L)( Z - ee*)AK} 
xR( /.L-*D 
= (I - ee*)D - D(Z - ee*). 
From (1.4) and (5.5) we get 
e*D?e*De = e*Decj*De, 
and it follows from (2.21, (2.10) that 
e*D$(e*Dc - I) - e*De(?*DG - h*Kh) 
(5.8) 
= e*D(Z - ee*)? - e*Dc + e*Deh*Kh 
= e*De(h*Kh - e*c) = e*De[h* - e*( A - &B)]Kh = 0. 
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So ? * D? - h* K h = (e* De)- ‘e* D$(e* DG - Z), which on account of (5.8) 
is equivalent to (5.6). ??
COROLLARY 5.5. The 2r x 2r matrices 
$*De 
N= 
i(Z - $*De)(e*De)-’ 
-pe*De I 
(5.9) 
Ij= 
( 
f*De (I - $*De)(e*De)-’ 
-e*De I I 
are J-unitary: N]N * = I?]$* = J (where J is the signature matrix given by 
(5.2)). 
This fact can be easily checked by a direct computation with use of (5.5). 
THEOREM 5.6. Let K and Z? be strictly positive matrices satisfying 
(1.20), and let V, $ and N, Z? be the matrices okfined by (2.10) and (5.9) 
respectively. Then the @ 2rx 2r-valued functions 0 and 0, defined as 
O(z) = (I + (z - p)( ~~*)R(2)*Km1R( g)(e,V))N, (5.10) 
@,W = ( Z+G-P) ( 1 $.+ R(Z)* B*R-‘BR( p)(e, C) 1 Ej (5.11) 
are of the class W, and moreover, 
O,(z) = P(z)o(z)P(z)-l, (5.12) 
where P(z) is the function given by (5.3). 
Proof. The proof is computational. Since N is J-unitary, we obtain from 
(5.10) 
o(z)]@(z)* -] 
= ( 1 Jz* R(Z)*K-‘R( p)L(z)R( p)*ZC’R(?)(V, -e), (5.13) 
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L(s) = -i(z - p)R-l(Z)KR( /.L-* 
+ i(Z - p)R-‘( p)KR(Z)-* + ilz - p12(eV* - Ve*). 
Substituting (2.8) and (3.2) into this last equality, we get L(Z) = - i(z - 
z)R-‘( /.L)ZCR( /-L-*, which together with (5.13) implies 
@( z)J@( z)* -J = i( Z - Z)( 41,**)R( Z)* K-‘R( Z)(V, -e). (5.14) 
Similarly, taking into account J-unitarity of the matrix P?, we obtain from 
(5.11) 
(5.15) 
where 
Z,,(z) =i(Z - p)R(p)*B*Z+BR(Z) -i(z - p)R(Q*B*k'BR(p) 
+ ilz - p12R(?)*B*K^-'BR(p){ec* - ?e*} 
XR(p)*B*i- ‘BR(z). (5.16) 
In view of (2.16) and (3.4), the third term in the right side of (5.16) is equal 
to 
12 - /L~~R(Z)*B*~-~B{KA*(Z - ee*)R(p)* - R(p)( I - ee*)AK} 
x B*k'BR(x) 
=I.z - p12R(Z)* [BAR* B*Z?IB - B*z?-'BR( P)~] R(Z) 
=(Z- h)[R(z)* - R(p)*]B*K^-'BR(5) 
-(z - p)R(?)*B*+B[R(z) -R(P)], 
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and returning to (5.16) we obtain 
L,(z) = $2 - Z)R(z)*B*zt-‘RR(Z). (5.17) 
Substituting (5.17) into (5.16), we obtain 
O,(z)JO,(z)* -J = i(Z - z)( ~~*)R(i)*B*K^‘BR(f)(d, -e). 
(5.18) 
It follows immediately from (5.14) and (5.18) that 0 and 0, are of the class 
W, and thus by Theorem 5.2, 0 E W,. 
To obtain (5.12) we introduce the function 
Q(z) = [I - (.z - p)( yz*)R( p)*KplR(z)(e,V)]P-l(z) 
x z + (z - Pu) _e* 
[ ! i $* R(Z)* B*Z?‘BR( p)(e, G) (5.19) 1 
and note that the equality (5.12) is equivalent to 
a)(z) = NP(z)~j-‘. 
From (5.3) and (5.19) we obtain 
(5.20) 
a+)= I 11 z 0 I Z-P 
-- ( 1 Jz* R( p)* K-‘R( z)(e, zV) 
0 
.z 
0 
2-P V” 
+- 
2 ( ) _ze* R( .Z)* B*k’BR( p)(e, C) 
(z-d2 - 
2 ( 1 Jz* R( p)* K-‘R( z){eC* - zVe*) 
xR(Z)*B*~‘BR( p)(e,<). (5.21) 
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It follows from (3.4) (for 5 = W = z>, (2.9), and (3.10) that 
R( z){ec* - zVe*)R( Z)* = KA*R( Z)* - R( z)( I - ee*) AK, 
which together with (2.16) and (5.7) implies 
R( /..L)* K-‘R( z){e$* - zVe*}R( z)* Z?*k’BR( Z.L) 
= &[zR(z)* - /_LR( /L)*]ZI*R-‘BR( /.L) 
-R( P)*K-l[R(z) - R( P)l}. 
Substituting this last equality into (5.21) and using (3.10), we obtain 
j + y( ~~*)R(~)*B*k’BR( p)(e,Y’) 
2-P v* -- 
2 ( 1 _e* R( FL)* K-‘N p.)(e, PV). (5.22) 
It follows from (2.91, (2.101, and (1.4) that e* C = h*Kh. Using this 
equality with both (3.10) and (3.15), one can express the third term in the 
right side of (5.22) as 
ze.)R(p)* - (hy)]Kw’[R(p)(e.d) - (O,Kh)] 
2-P =- 
ZCL 
R( P)* K-lR( p)(e, 9) - 
Substituting this last equality into (5.22) and taking into account (5.4), we 
obtain 
I 
Ir _f?h*Kh’ 
aqz) = I-L PZ 2-p -- D(e, V). (5.23) 
0 141 PZ 
\ z 
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Since i+ is J-unitary (i+ ’ = ]ti*] 1, we obtain on account of (5.9) and (5.6) 
Comparing this last equality with (5.23), we obtain (5.20), which is equivalent 
to (5.12). ??
REMARK 5.7. Since 0 and 0, are both J-unitary on !R, by the symmetry 
principle, O-‘(z) = JO(Z)*], 0~ ‘(z> = ]O,(Z)*J, and we get from (5.141, 
(5.18) 
J - @(Z)-*]@(Z) = i( X - z)( $)R( z)* K-‘R( z)(e,V), (5.24) 
R(z)* B*k’BR( .z)(e, C). 
(5.25) 
For further purposes we need the J-form of 0 dual to (5.14). 
LEMMA 5.8. Let 0 be the function given by (5.10). Then 
o(z)*]@(z) -] 
i(Z - 2) 
R( p)*K-%(z)R( /A-h( p)-* 
XR(Z)*K-'R(p)(e,V) N. (5.26) 
This equality can be easily verified with help of (3.2) (as was done in the 
proof of Lemma 5.6). 
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THEOREM 5.9 181. Let 
O(z) = 
i 
f41( z> &2(z) 
e,,(z) 822( z> I 
be the block decomposition of a C2rX 2r-valued function 0 E IV, into four 
@ ” ‘-valued blocks. 
6) All CrX ‘-valued solutions s to the system of inequalities 
> 0, (5.27) 
which are analytic in @ \ R, are given by the linear fractional transforrna- 
tion 
44 = [MZ)PW + ~,,(z)q(z)l[e,,(~>P(~) + ~nw7wl-’ 
(5.29) 
when the parameter { p, q} varies in the set pV of all Stieltjes pairs and 
satisfies 
(5.30) 
(ii) Under the transformation (5.29) two pairs lead to the same function 
s(z) if and only if these pairs are equivalent. 
Using Theorem 5.9 one can describe all the solutions to the problem P [or 
equivalently (see Theorems 2.4 and 4.5), all the solutions s to the system 
(2.7)1. 
THEOREM 5.10. Under the hypothesis K > 0, I? > 0, let 0 E W,, be the 
function given by (5.10), and let 0 = (ei .) be the block decomposition of 0 
into four Crxr -valued functions. Then t x e linear fractional transformation 
(5.29) gives a parametrization of all solutions to the system (2.7) when 
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{ p(z), q(z)) varies in the set of Stieltjes pairs 2r. Two pairs lead under the 
transformation (5.29) to the same function s(z) if and only if these pairs are 
equivalent. 
Proof. Since K > 0, Z? > 0, then the system (2.7) is equivalent to the 
following one: 
s(z) -s(z)* 
5-z 
- {es(z) + V}*R(z)*K-‘R(z) 
X{es(z) + V} 2 0, 
(5.31) 
X {Zes( z) + Q} 2 0. 
It is easily seen that inequalities (5.31) can be written as 
which in turn, on account of (5.24), (5.25), and (5.12), can be represented in 
the form (5.271, (5.28) with the function 0 E W,, defined via (5.10). Accord- 
ing to Theorem 5.9, all solutions s to the system (2.7) are parametrized by 
the linear fractional transformation (5.29) when the parameter ( p, q} varies in 
the set y* of all Stieltjes pairs and satisfies (5.30). It remains to show that for 
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concrete choice (5.10) of 0 E W,, the condition (5.30) is fulfilled for every 
pair { p, 9) E PT. To verify this, we introduce a pair {x, y) by 
(5.32) 
and show that det y(z) # 0. Indeed, suppose that the point A E C + and the 
nonzero vector h E Crx ’ are such that det O(A) + 0 and 
y(h)h = 0. (5.33) 
Since 
h* ( P( A)* ,9(A)*)@(A)*./@(A) ;I:,) h 
i 1 
= h* (x(n)“,O)J( “6^‘)h = 0 
and since { p, 9) E Fr, then 
= h*( p(A)*, q(A)*){_/ - @(A)*]@(A)) $; h. 
i i 
Substituting (5.26) (with .z = A) into the last inequality, we conclude that 
h = 0, (5.34) 
which in view of (5.9) can be written as 
(eG*De - pVe*De)p( A)h 
+e( I - G*De)(e*De)-’ 
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Substituting (5.10) into (5.32) and taking into account (5.34), we get 
(5.36) 
In view of (5.36) and (5.91, the equality (5.33) can be rewritten as 
( -pe*Dep( A) + q( A))h = 0. (5.37) 
Solving the system of equalities (5.351, (5.37) with respect to p(h)h and 
q(A)h and taking into account that e is a full rank matrix, we get p(A)h = 
q(A)h = 0, which contradicts (since A is an arbitrary point in C,) the 
nondegeneracy of the Stieltjes pair { p, 9}. So det y(z) f 0, which is equiva- 
lent to (5.30). This ends the proof of the theorem. W 
6. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION IN THE SEMIDEFINITE CASE 
In this section we p;ove the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.6: if nonnega- 
tive matrices K and K satisfy (1.20), then they admit the representations 
(1.17), (1.18) for some nonnegative measure do(A) on R+\ A. 
In the particular case for the Stieltjes moment problem, the description of 
all measures representing degenerate (in general) matrices K and K of the 
form (1.10) or (1.13) is given in [53. 
LEMMA 6.1. Given a matrix cp E @lx ‘, there exists a Stieltjes pair 
{ p, 9} E TV such that p = C~*I+J and (~9 = 0. 
Proof. Let rank cp = j, and let u E @lx’ and v E @“’ ’ be unitary 
matrices such that 
Setting 
9 = v* 
0 0 
i I 0 IV-j v, 
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we obtain immediately Qq = 0. Furthermore, 
p*p + q*q = (Q*Q)” -t q*q = V* ( (@~I2 ;)v>o. 
p*q = pq = q*p = 0, and thus { p, q) ET by Definition 5.3. W 
LEMMA 6.2. Let nonnegative matrices K and I? satisfy (1.20). Then there 
exists a solution S(z) to the system (3.5) such that 
(I - ee*)( A - zCB)S( z) = (I - ee*)CBK. (6.1) 
Proof. LetrankK=v,rankK^=~,andletUE@NxNandVE~’x” 
be unitary matrices such that 
(k > 0, f > 0). 
(6.2) 
Let us introduce matrices 
ti = UAU*, c’= ucv*, 6 = Ue, (6.3) 
and 
B’ = VBU* = (a E oxv, 8 E @(n-q)x(N-v)). (6.4) 
Substituting (6.2)-(6.4) into ( MO), we obtain 
which is equivalent to the following system: 
(~_ii*)(/$~;*) --d(i)) =O, (Z-pe’)Kjk:X) =O. (6.5) 
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From the first inequality in (3.5) we obtain, in view of (6.21, 
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Multiplying the first and the second inequality from (3.5) by matrices 
(:: E) and (1 i) 
respectively on the left and by their adjoints on the right, and taking into 
account (6.2)-(6.51, we get the equivalent system 
w 
S(z) -S(z)” 
z-z 
a[zi(z) + k] 
zS( z) - ZS( z)* 
2-E 
&i(z) + k] = 0. 
In view of (6.2)-(6.5), the condition (6.1) can be written as 
,Z-%*)[A(:) -~~(‘;)]S(i)=(Z--igl)d(ay)k. 
P-7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
So we have reduced Lemma 6.2 to the following proposition: if matrices 
k > 0, k > 0 satisfy the conditions (6.5), then there exists a solution S(z) to 
the system (6.7H6.9). 
Let us set in (2.7) K = k, Z? = I;, B = (Y, C = 0, and A = e = I,,. For 
such a choice we obtain from (2.21, (2.101, (5.5), and (5.9) 
h = I,, v = 0, +=k, D = k-l, 
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and therefore the inequalities (2.7) transform into the inequalities (6.7). 
Moreover, since R(z) = Z,, we can set I_L = 0 and thus 
According to Theorems 5.6 and 5.10 the function 
(6.10) 
belongs to the class W,, and the linear fractional transformation 
i(z) = [p(z) + ka*i-hkq( z)] 
x [ -zk-‘p( z) + (I - za*hk)q( z)] -’ (6.11) 
gives all the solutions s to the system (6.7) when the parameter {p, 9) varies 
in YV. It remains to show that the parameter { p,q} in (6.11) can be chosen in 
such a way that the corresponding function S(z) satisfies (6.81, (6.9). On 
account of (6.11), 
&(z) + k = kq(z)[ -zk-‘p(z) + (I - sa*t-lak)q(z)]-l, (6.12) 
and therefore (6.8) leads to 
rk9( z) = 0. (6.13) 
Substituting (6.11) into (6.9) and taking into account (6.131, we get 
- (I - iG*)A p(z) + ka*i-hkq(z) 
0 
(6.14) 
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In view of the first equality from (6.51, 
(z_~6*)(A(ka’%‘ok) _d(agk)) =O, 
and therefore, (6.14) can be rewritten as 
(6.15) 
So we have reduced the restrictions (6.8), (6.9) on the function s to the 
requirements (6.13), (6.15) on the corresponding parameter { p, 9) in (6.11). 
By Lemma 6.1, there exists a pair {p, q} E Fv such that p = ky*rk and 9 
satisfies (6.13). By the second equality in (6.51, 
and this pair satisfies (6.13), (6.15). Th ere ore, the corresponding function s f 
[defined by (6.1111 is a solution to the system (6.7)-(6.91, and the function 
satisfies (3.5) and (6.1). 
Let now S(z) be a solution of (3.5) satisfying the condition (6.1). In view 
of (2.7H2.10) and (6.1), 
S(z) - R( z)eh*S( z)he*R( Z)* 
= R( z)( Z - ee*)( A - zCB)S( z)he*R( 5)* + KB*C*( Z - ee*)R( ?)* 
= R( z)BKhe*R( Z)* + KB*R( Z)* 
= R( z)Ve*R( Z)* + KB*R( Z)*, 
which can be rewritten as 
S(z) = KB*R( Z)* + R( z){eh*S( z)h + V}e*R( Z)*. 
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The last equality means that S(Z) is of the form (3.1) with S(Z) = h* S(z)h. 
According to Theorem 3.2, s(z) is a solution to the system (2.71, and by 
Theorem 4.6 there exists a measure do(A) > 0 on rW+\ 4 leading to the 
integral representations (1.17), (1.18) of matrices K and K. This ends the 
sufficient part of Theorem 1.6. 
7. THE MOMENT PROBLEM ON THE LINE 
Using the fundamental matrix inequality method, one can solve the 
following generalization of the Hamburger moment problem. Let A, G E 
@ NXN be the matrices such that the pencil A - zG is nondegenerate, let 
n = {A,,..., A,) = (A E [W:det(A - AG) = 0} (7.1) 
be the set of all singular points of the function 
T(z) = (A - zG)-’ (7.2) 
on Iw, and let e E CNXr be the matrix satisfying the condition (1.4). We 
denote by H the following problem: given a matrix K E CNx N, find all 
Crx r-valued measures da(h) > 0 on [w such that 
K=/~,oI(A)edo(A)e*T(A)* +P,+ CP,, (7.3) 
i=l 
where hi are points from C! and Pi are nonnegative matrices such that 
(I, - ee*)( A - A,G) Pi = 0 (i = l,...,m), (7.4) 
(I, - ee*)GP, = 0. (7.5) 
Under some natural assumptions, the problem H was considered in [15] 
for A, K, G operators in the locally convex topological vector space. The case 
of the Hilbert space (in a slightly different formulation) with a number of 
interesting examples is presented in [lo]. In this section we briefly review the 
corresponding results, suitably adapted for the present (finite dimensional) 
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situation for which constructions from [15] have a more explicit form. Note 
also that for 
e = (I,,0 ,..., O)*, 
0 
A = Zcn+ljr~ 0 nrxr 
we have R = {a, p(A)e = (I,, AZ,, . . . , A”Zr>*, P, is as in (1.141, and the 
matrix K of the form (7.3) is necessarily of the Hankel structure: K = 
(s~:~~$_, (si E CrXr). Th ere ore, f this particular case of the problem H 
comer es ulth the Hamburger moment problem: given matrices si E Crx r 
(i = 0, . . . . 2n), describe all CrXr- valued measures do > 0 on R such 
that 
/ 
= A%(A) =sk (k = 0,...,2n - l), /I A2"(Z~(A) < sZn. 
--cc -m 
The solvability criterion of the problem H is given by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. The problem H has a solution if and only if the matrix K 
is nonnegative and satisfies the condition 
(I - ee*)( AKG* - GZCA*)( Z - ee*) = 0. (7.6) 
The necessity part can be obtained as in Theorem 1.6, and the sufficiency 
will be discussed below. To describe the set of all solutions to the problem H, 
we fix a point Z.L E R such that det( A - /.LG) # 0 and set 
h=(A-pG)*e=p(p)-*e. 
To every representation (7.3) we associate the function 
WA) h*P,h 
eA_i=e*ZY(A)*h + c - 
_o Ai - z ’ (7-7) 
of the Pick class Yr, which by definition consists of all Crx ‘-valued functions 
s(z) analytic and with the nonnegative imaginary part in the upper half plane 
C +’ 
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THEOREM 7.2. Let the matrix K > 0 satisfy (7.6) and let A, B, V, R(z) 
be the matrices defined by 
A = A - pee”G, B = (I - ee*)G, V = BKh, 
R(z) = (A - zB)-‘. 
(7.8) 
Then there exists a one to one correspondence between solutions s analytic in 
C, of the inequality 
I K R( z){es( z) + V} s(z) -s(z)* > 0 * z-z (7.9) 
and measures da giving a representation (7.3). 
In other words, a necessary and sufficient condition for a CrX’-valued 
function s analytic in C \ R to be the associated function to some representa- 
tion (7.3) is that the inequality (7.9) holds for all z E C + . To describe the set 
of all the solutions to the inequality (7.9) we recall the following 
DEFINITION 7.3. A pair {p(z), q(z)) of C rX ‘-valued functions meromor- 
phic in @+ is called a Nevanlinna pair if it is nondegenerate and 
4w* P(Z) - P(4*9(4 > o 
z-z 
/ (z E C\[w). 
On the set 9,. of all Nevanlinna pairs one can introduce the equivalence 
relation as was done in Section 5 for Stieltjes pairs. 
Let us assume that K is strictly positive. Under this hypothesis the 
inequality (7.9) is equivalent to (5.27) where 0 is the function defined by 
(5.12) (the factor N can be omitted in view of its ]-unitarity, and in this case 
0 belongs only to the class W). The description of all solutions of the 
inequality (5.27) (with arbitrary function 0 from the class W) is given in [ll]. 
THEOREM 7.4. Under the hypothesis K > 0, let 0 be the function given 
by (5.101, and let 0 = (0,,> be the block decomposition of 0 into far- 
Crx ‘-valued functions. Then the linear fractional transformation (5.29) gives 
a parametrization of all solutions of the inequality (7.9) when {p(z), q(z)} 
varies in the set of Nevanlinna pairs L?,.. 
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The existence of a solution to the inequality (7.9) for K degenerate can be 
proved as in Section 6, and this fact leads to the sufficiency of Theorem 7.1. 
8. EXAMPLES 
In this section we illustrate the preceding analysis by two examples. In 
each case, we obtain integral representations for a structured nonnegative 
matrix K. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. We consider a nonnegative block matrix K which is the 
sum of a block Hankel and a block Toeplitz matrix: 
kij = si+j + gi_j E CrXr, i,j = 0 ,...) n. 
A hermitian matrix K is of such form if and only if 
(8.1) 
(I - ee*){(T2 + Z) KT* - TK(T*” + I)}( I - ee*) = 0, (8.2) 
where 
T= E ~r(n+l)xr(n+l) e= 
Z 2r 
0 
4 
\ 
. (8.3) 
) 
The equality (8.2) is a particular case of (7.6) corresponding to A = T 2 + Z 
and G = !Z. Therefore, 
r(h) = (I + T2 - AT)-’ = 
\ 
(8.4) 
I 
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where fi(A) are polynomials defined recursively by 
f0(*) = ‘,, f1(‘) = AZ,, fi+l(‘) = Af,(A) -_Ll(‘) 
(i = 1,2 )... ). (8.5) 
So T(A) is anal* ‘c on 08, and det eIYA)e* = 1. Therefore, when K > 0, it 
can be written as 
K= (+mr(A)eda(A)e*T(A)* + Pm (8.6) 
‘-CC 
where the nonnegative matrix P, satisfies 
(I -ee*)TP, = 0, 1, *. 
. . . . . . 
d, *-** 0; I,’ d, 
This last condition implies that P, is of the form 
P, = 0. 
(a 0 .a. 0 b\ 
0 0 
pm= : * a0 (a, b, c E CrXr). (8.7) 
bs; 0 . . . 0 ;, 
Substituting (8.31, (8.4), and (8.7) into (8.61, we obtain 
r;< *I
kij = j+m(fi(A),f,-l(A))d~(A) f,_ cA) 
--m 
i I I 1 
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and if K is strictly positive, all the solutions to the moment problem (8.8) are 
described by Theorem 7.3. 
Now we look for all measures in (8.6) with support in R,. For every such 
measure do the block matrix 
Z? = LmAr( A)e da( A) e* r( A)* 
with entries 
is nonnegative. Let 
be the block decomposition of d u into four Crx ‘-valued blocks, and let 
k = imA da,,( A). 
Using (8.1), (8.51, and (8.8)~(8.10), we obtain 
lij = 
i 
‘i+j+l + ‘i+j-1 + gi-j-l + gi_j+l 0 < i +j < 2n 
k i,j = 0. 
(8.10) 
2’ (8.11) 
Note that for every choice of the block fi,,, = k matrices K and I? with 
entries (8.1) and (8.11) respectively, satisfy 
(I - ee*)[(T2 + Z)KB* - CZ?] = 0, (8.12) 
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C= 
B= 
0, . . . 0, 
1, or 
0, I, * . : . . 
. . . . or 
d, **** 0; I, 
0, 
0, 
1, 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
E (yn+ l)rXnr 
(8.13) 
By Theorem 1.6, the matrices K and K^ admit representations 
K = ()+mlY( A)e da(A) e*r( A)* + Pm, 
I? = jmABr( A)e dcr( A) e*r( A)* B* + 
0 
(8.14) 
i;,. 
The conditions (1.7) for the present choice of C, B, and e imply that Pm and 
Pm are respectively of the form 
P,= (; I)), em=(F; ;) (s,;E@‘~‘). (8.15) 
Substituting (8.1), (8.3), (8.4) (8.111, and (8.15) into (8.141, we get the 
following moment problem: given a matrix k E CrXr and given matrices 
so,..., szn, g-,, - * * 7 g, E cxr, find all @2rX2r-valued measures 
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such that 
, 
O<i+j<2n, 
and 
/ 
mA drr,,( A) < k. 
0 
(8.16) 
This problem is solvable if and only if the matrices K and Z? with entries 
(8.1) and (8.111, respectively, are both nonnegative. If these matrices are 
strictly positive, all such measures are described by Theorem 5.10. 
Note that the same moment problem without the constraint (8.16) has a 
solution if and only if K > 0 and K is nonnegative for some choice of the n 
block kO. “, which in turn is equivalent to 
K > 0, = (‘i+j+l + si+j- 1 + gi-j_ 1 + gi-j+l)i’,ifl > 0, 
and 
P KWK 
I 
So + S2 + go + g2 ’ 
Sl + S3 + g1 + g3 = 0, 
\ S n-2 + Sn + g,-2 + gn/ 
where PKer i denotes the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of i. 
EXAMPLE 8.2. Let si, hi (i = 0 ,..., 2n) and g. (j = --72, . . . . n) be 
respectively r X f, r X 1, and 1 X 1 matrices, and J et K be nonnegative 
matrix with ij block entry 
(8.17) 
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We set 
A= 
G= 
'0 0 . . . r+1 
Zl z2 0 
0 Zl z2 
. . . 0 
. . 1 : 0 
\ 
0 . . . 0 
e* = (*,+~,O,...,O), 
Zl z, 
(8.18) 
0 l-+1 0 \ ‘zl z, 0 *** 0, 
z *. r+l 0, z, z, . . : 
C= 
0 ’ B= . . . : * r+l 
,o h-+1, , d, *-** 0; z; z, 
Then G = CB, K satisfies the equality (7.6), and the function 
Q( A) 
r(h)e=(A-AG)-‘e= : 
i ! vn( A) 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
. (8.21) 
(8.22) 
is analytic on Iw \ (0). By Theorem 7.1, K admits a representation 
K = /R,cojr( A)e d~( A) e*I’( A)* + P, + P, (8.23) 
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for a @c’+‘)xc’+‘)-valued measure da and nonnegative matrices P,,, Pm such 
that [see (7.41, (7.511 (I - ee* ) AP, = (I - ee* )GP, = 0. These last equali- 
ties together with (S.lS)-(8.20) imply that P,, P, are of the form 
P, = 
a 0 \ -*- 0 b 
0 0 
PO’ : . >o, 
0 0 
\b* 0 e-0 0 c/ 
0 . . . 0’ 
d 0 -0. 0 x 
0 0 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . 
20 
. 0 0 
x* 0 --* 0 y 
0 . . . O/ 
(a, y E CrXr; c,d E Cl”; b, X* E Crx’). (8.24) 
Substituting (8.17), (8.20), (8.22), and (8.24) into (8.23), we obtain 
si+j gi-j 
i i 
gj*_, hi+j = @, +S)q(A) dg(*) w / (i,j = l)...) n - l), 
(8.25) 
(8.28) 
If K is strictly positive, all solutions du of the moment problem (8.25>-(8.28) 
are described by Theorem 7.6. 
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In conclusion we describe all measures da from (8.26)-(8.29) with 
support in R, and show that such a measure exists if and only if 
K= 
'i+j 6%j 
gj+-, h,+j 
(8.29) 
Note that the matrices A, e, C, B, K, and Z? defined by (8.19)-(8.21) and 
(8.29) satisfy the equality (1.20). So, if K and Z? are nonnegative, then by 
Theorem 1.6 K admits a representation (8.23)-with (0, +m) instead of 
R \ {0} for some measure da > 0 on R,, and nonnegative matrices Pa, P, 
such that [see (1.71, (1.19)] (I - ee*)AP, = BP, = 0; these last conditions 
imply that P,, Pm are of the form (8.24) and as above we conclude that da 
satisfies the relations (8.25)-(8.28) [with (0, +a) the domain of the integra- 
tion]. Conversely, let d (+ > 0 be suppprted by R, and satisfy the moment 
conditions (8.25)-(8.28) and let K, K be the matrices given by (8.29). In 
view of (8.25)-(8.28), K is not less than /I( A)e da(A) e* r( A)*, and thus 
K > 0. Furthermore, in view of (8.20)~(8.22) and (8.25) 
= /lo + )A[z,u~(A) + z&+,(A)] dg(h) [Z,U,(4 +&c:+,(h)], 
/ a 
which can be written in the matrix form as 
i=/ ABT(A)eda(A)e*r(A)*B* 
(0. + m) 
and implies I? >, 0. If the matrices K and k defined by (8.29) are strictly 
positive, the set of all measures on R, satisfying (8.25)-(8.28) is parametrized 
by Theorem 5.10. 
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